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Lois Judge wins Young Achiever Award 
After over a year in business Lois J Judge has been 

awarded a Young Achiever Award by the Leeds Chamber 
of Commerce. The award is given to young professional 
people who both fulfil their career aims and look to the 
future with ambition and determination. 

After working for both the City of London Polytechnic 
and University of Cambridge Lois started her own business 
in May 1990 and has never looked back. Her main area of 
work is cartographic illustration but she has also been 
teaching clients to use the Apple Macintosh and its software 
applications. Her workload is varied, ranging from basic 
monochrome illustrations to detailed full colour maps de
signed and produced on the Apple Macintosh. This artwork 
includes illustrations for The London I nternationa/ Atlas of 
AIDS, George Philip Ltd. and a number of university de
partments. 

The Society of Cartographers have been a help in this 
successful business venture, some of the members have 
become clients and others have just been a great help at the 
end of a telephone! 

Lois can be contacted on 0077 683783 (Later this year 
the company will be given its offiCial name - Burberry 
Cartographies - which will be assigned as soon as new 
premises are found. Also, Lois will become Lois Wright in 
December 1991.) 

Edited from a series of notes in the Yorkshire local press 

Yours for a song - the NSS Suite 
A review of the National Survey Software appeared in 

the Civil Engineering Surveyor. This package is a Psion
based set of programs designed to be a universal datalogger 
for Land Surveyors. It allows input in any format and from 
most instruments. The suite of programs includes: areas and 
volumes, roadworks setting-out in all three dimensions, 
traversing, resection and intersection, co-ordinate transfor
mation and comparison, manual survey datalogging, polar 
calculation and co-ordination, statistical analysis of obser
vations, data storage and much more. It all comes for £45 
(+£55 for the 64K datapak for the Psion Organiser). Con
tact National Survey Software, 168 Derby Road, Denby, 
DES 8RD Tel: 0332-880663. 

From Civil Engineering Surveyor- Dec!Jan 90191 

Map cover art 
We are all familiar with the detailed artwork that goes 

to make up a map, but have you ever paused to consider the 
illustrations used on the cover? The article reviews the 
subject, and more specifically a book entitled Map Cover 
Art by John Paddy Browne (OS £10-95). 

From CoiUIIry Walking, May 1991 
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Mapping your roots 
Maps demonstrate our preoccupation with the lie of the 

land and our need to find our place in it. A new project by 
the conservation group Common Ground reflects and builds 
on this preoccupation. The Parish Maps Project encourages 
people to work together in mapping their area, including 
whatever features they deem important and using whatever 
material they please. This heightens our awareness of place, 
which, in turn, heightens our desire to conserve. Details from: 
Common Grmmd, 45 Shelton Street, London WC2H 9HJ. 

From Geographical Magazine, May 1991 

Places of worship on OS maps 
The following letter appeared last year in The Daily 

Telegraph, and is perhaps an indicator of the change in our 
times: 

Make minarets 
clear in maps 
SIR- I have just bought the latest 
edition of one of our local 2! in Ord
nance Survey maps and have found, 
to my astonishment, that some of the 
symbols have changed significantly 
from their accustomed form. 

Accullomed form: 
•} Church {with tower 
i or with spire 
+ chapel without tower or spire 
LatMt edition (Copyright dated 1989) 
• } Place { with tower i of with spire, minaret, or dome 
+ worship without such addHions 

The traditional map symbol for a 
church with a steeple presumably 
derives from the symbol of the Cross. 
Can the minaret (or dome) justifiably 
be lumped in with the same deriva
tion? Is this acceptable to the leaders 
of our Christian and non-Christian 
faiths as they tread through our coun
tryside , searching for their nearest 
place of worship. 

After all , the Ordnance Survey con
tinues to distinguish symbolically 
between those two wayside shrines 
of the motorist, the telephones of the 
AA and RAC respectively. 

Further, should we not be able to 
expect our maps to show recognis
able landmarks clearly for what they 
are? This is surely why a distinction 
has always been drawn between 
churches or chapels with spires and 
those with towers . 

As I wander on my way and sight a 
minaret (or dome) rising above our 
wooded hills, I need to identify it 
precisely on the map . 

Otherwise I am sure to lose my way 
by confusing it with some other visi
ble place of worship (without tower) 
with which it has been lumped by the 
Ordnance Survey. In its well-inten
tioned efforts to meet the needs of 
our multi-faith society, the Ordnance 
Survey should take the opportunity 
of tasteful elaboration, r.ther than 
crude abbreviation. Would it, please , 
therefore restore the traditional cap
tions for spires and towers, but add 
appropriate symbols for minarets 
(and domes). 

I offer these simple possible addi
tions in the interests of lost travellers 
everywhere , whose navigational 
needs the Ordnance Survey presum
ably serves : 

.A. Minarei 
A Dome 

MARK W. JONES 
Bulmer, Yorks 

From Daily Telegraph 23 Oct 1990 

Introduction to Macintosh Graphics File Formats 
A useful description and comparison of Mac file for

mats and their characteristics appeared in the excellent 
North American Cartographic Information Society journal. 
If you want to know about TIFF and EPS and their vari
ations this could be a place to start from. 

From Cartographic Perspectives Number 7, Fall1990 
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